
Pilot Project Summary        Date 
Project Name:  
Name of Company:  
Contact Person:         Email:  
There is no discharge of treated produced water (TPW) or produced water (PW) 
Project:  Proposed Completed Results 
Type of Project:  Lab Bench Scale Pilot Project Field scale 
Technology Application: pre-treatment desalination  post-treatment 
Funding: Commercial Consortia Funding Government Other 

Company Description: experience, types of technology, primary work of company, etc. 

Website: 

Treatment Technology Description:  overview of the technology, application to produced 
water reuse, innovation, etc. 

Goals of the Project:  what are the goals for the project to accomplish—days operational, 
stability, quality and quantity of distillate, barrels of distillate produced, etc.  

Testing Site: General location and Land Status  
Physical Location(s) where all parts of the project are to be conducted:  T-R-Section, site 
description (lab, etc 

Land status of location(s) for all parts of project: private, federal, BLM, Tribal, USFS, State, 
DoD, DOE, etc. 



Were any parts of the project conducted or sourced within the exterior boundaries of a Native 
American Indian Reservation?  
 
Were all landowners noticed?   
 
Expected or Proposed Project Schedule: date(s) of proposed testing, duration of testing. 
 
 
 
Technology Performance Objectives: 
Treatment target goals: treated water recovery in bbls/day, daily operational target (hours/ 
day), treated produced water recovery target % of raw water feed, quality target, initial TDS 
and target TDS after treatment, source water data, basin, formation, and other pertinent data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Treatment System Design and Process: brief description of the general technology to be used, 
how the process will flow and the expected results. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
Disposal of the project residuals: produced water, treated produced water, soil, plant 
material, etc 
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	textarea_21oppl: Kanalis, a natural resource company in business for 12 years, is focused on the use of produced water in various applications in historically dry areas. In conjunction  with the New Mexico Produced Water Research Consortium (NMPWRC), NMED, OCD, and BLM to ensure environmental/public safety and compliance with current applicable regulations, Kanalis is focused on pilot projects for testing the beneficial reuse of produced water in the San Juan Basin using proven filtration technology. 
	text_23qnmp: None
	textarea_24zeoj: Currently Kanalis intends to execute a Greenhouse Pilot Project (GPP) located on a producing BLM (Federal) oil and gas lease. The GPP builds upon the work already completed at Bench Scale through the NMPWRC, and is the next step in Kanalis' efforts to prove the safe, reliable, reuse of treated, filtered produced water. The concept is to filter produced water through conventional Reverse Osmosis (RO) on-site in the current facility and use the “clean” water or permeate for the greenhouse to grow reforestation trees/plants. The “reject” water or concentrate will be disposed of back into the current Salt Water Disposal Well (SWD). The GPP will utilize a "closed loop" approach, thereby ensuring no produced water will touch the ground. This innovative reuse of the clean produced water could be, if successful, the precursor to assisting New Mexico in solving a big, statewide issue of reforestation in large wildfire burned areas without draining limited municipal and farming water supplies.
	textarea_25rrnt: Kanalis intends to demonstrate the safe, reliable, beneficial reuse of treated produced water to grow, primarily, reforestation tree seedlings in a small sealed growing space (GPP) located on the current production well pad. We expect the GPP to last 3-5 years starting from the approval of NMED/BLM. This should allow adequate time to demonstrate growth of tree seedlings. During the course of the GPP, we will also test the long term economic viability of Reverse Osmosis treatment of the Entrada formation water. Bench scale testing of our water at the Brackish Groundwater National Research Facility (BGNDRF) has shown the permeate water passes all National Primary and Secondary Drinking Water Standards as well as all current WQCC and NPDES standards. The feed water is approximately 10,000 TDS, and the permeate is less than 100 TDS. We expect the recovery of permeate to be approximately 50% of the feed water. The remaining 50% or reject water will be disposed of in a Salt Water Disposal Well.  
	textarea_26ruap: Section 19N 4W. Testing will be done onsite as well as at Hall Environmental in Albuquerque, NM.
	textarea_27gchr: Federal BLM Surface, BLM Minerals
	textarea_28nrex: Located in the checkerboard area that includes some Navajo, some NM State, Federal Land.
	textarea_29nixk: N/A
	textarea_30wuk: The GPP is expected to run for approximately 3 to 5 years following receipt of requisite approvals from NMED and BLM. The filtered "clean" water will be tested for TDS daily, and WQCC NMAC 20.6.2.3103 STANDARDS FOR GROUND WATER OF 10,000 mg/l TDS CONCENTRATION OR LESS monthly for the first three months the RO system is operational. If the tests perform to specifications, the water will be tested once quarterly for the next 1 year, after which the testing program will be reevaluated for any changes to ensure long term compliance.
	textarea_31wmoi: Formation Background:The source water is produced from the Entrada Formation in the San Juan Basin. The Entrada is a large, primarily brackish water aquifer at about 1 mile in depth with small patches of oil sparsely located through out the basin. Entrada Oil fields are produced conventionally (no hydraulic fracturing or frack chemicals) and are characterized by very high water, low oil, production over its relatively short field life (5-8 years). Typically, fluid is pumped to the surface, the oil is extracted by mechanical separation and the remaining produced water is re-injected back into the same reservoir. There are less than a handful of legacy oil wells currently producing from the Entrada. All wells drilled recently (last 5 years) into this formation have been completed as water wells.Bench Scale Testing:Bench scale testing of our source water at the Brackish Groundwater National Research Facility (BGNDRF) has shown the filtered water consistently passes all National Primary and Secondary Drinking Water Standards as well as all current WQCC and NPDES standards. Kanalis has already demonstrated the use of the filtered water to grow forage grasses/legumes successfully in an experiment run with New Mexico State University Las Cruces (and USDA-NRCS) in NMST's greenhouse. The data from this experiment is publicly available.Filtered Water Operational Targets:The source water is approximately 10,000 TDS with almost no organic compounds, and the filtered water is less than100 TDS through the RO Membranes. The filtered water will pass National Primary/Secondary Drinking Water Standards, WQCC Standards, and NPDES Standards. We expect the recovery of filtered water to be approximately 50% of the source water. The remaining 50% or reject water will be disposed of in a Salt Water Disposal Well. Estimated filtered water recovery per day range will be 300 to 500 bbls/day. The final design will depend on permitting requirements.. 
	textarea_32tyui: Source Water Processing:All water processing will be done in the on-site field pump house. The source fluid is currently pumped through a oil separator to separate the water and hydrocarbons. The produced water is stored in tanks in a lined containment area per legal requirements. It will then be pumped through sediment filters and activated carbon filters into the RO skid, also located in the pump house. The filtered water will be stored in tanks in the lined containment area ready for use in the greenhouse. The reject water will be put into the injection water stream and re-injected into the SWD.Greenhouse:The small greenhouse for the GPP will be located next to the pump house on the current well pad. No additional surface disturbance will be required. The final size will be determined once approval for the GPP is given by BLM and NMED. The greenhouse will have a partial concrete and dirt floor. The dirt portions will be lined with a pit liner. The plants/trees will be grown on raised benches in soaking trays. Irrigation using the filtered "clean" water will be done by a drip system directly into the soaking trays. No filtered water will be put on the ground for any reason. Design/construction of the greenhouse, water handling, plant growth, water testing and plant/soil testing methods will be performed under advisement by New Mexico Highlands University, NMSU Las Cruces, New Mexico Produced Water Research Consortium, New Mexico Tech, and NMED  Based on our previous bench scale pilot in NMSU Las Cruces' greenhouse, we expect to successfully grow reforestation trees/plants using the filtered produced water.
	textarea_33vbww: Upon completion of the GPP, all agricultural components treated with filtered produced water (seedlings, soil, growing trays etc) will be disposed of in accordance with relevant regulatory rules/requirements. Any left over filtered produced water will be re-injected into the SWD well.


